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Let X be a complex analytic space and 3 a coherent analytic sheaf over X.
Jf Xis ^-complete, then Hr(X, £F), the r-th cohomology of X with coefficients
in 3, vanishes for r > q (cf. Andreotti-Grauert [1]). If moreover X is a
g-complete manifold of dimension n and EF is locally free, then one has
Ho~r(X, o)x®EF)=Q by Serre's duality, where cox denotes the canonical sheaf
of X and Hl~r denotes the cohomology with compact supports.
In [2], A. Andreotti and E. Vesentini established an L24heory on noncompact complex manifolds and showed that the vanishing of Hl~r(X, o)x®3)
is a direct consequence of certain a priori estimate as well as the vanishing
of Hr(X, 3}. Their approach is of interest since the cohomology vanishing is
reduced to the solvability of a ^-equation with uniform estimates related to
weighted L2-norms of Carleman type.
The purpose of the present article is to give a relative version of their theory
in the following situation.
Let /: X-*S be a morphism between complex analytic spaces and £? a
coherent analytic sheaf over X. The q-th direct image sheaf Rqf*3! is a sheaf
over S defined by (R%£F)x: = lim Hq(f-\U)y 3*), where U runs through the
u

neighbourhoods of x. The #-th proper diiect image sheaf R^EF is defined
by (Rqf&)x:=limHqg(f-l(U\ 3"), where S denotes the family of supports
consisting of the subsets of X on which/is proper.
A recent result of K. Takegoshi shows that Rqf*a)x=Q for q>Q in the
above situation, if X is a complex manifold which is bimeromorphically equivalent to a Stein space.
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Similarly as above9 Takegoshi's vanishing theorem Implies that RqfiOx
=0 for g<dim X—dim S, by the duality theorem of Ramis and Ruget (cf. [9]).
Thus our task here shall be to give a direct proof to Rqf\Ox — 0 m the spirit
of Andreotti-Vesentml. It will be reduced to finding two convex Increasing
functions on M which compose the weight functions controling the supports
of the solutions of the ^-equation.
The author expresses his sincere thanks to Professor T. Oda for the stimulating discussion, and to Professor J. Kollar for drawing the author's attention to Ramis-Ruget's duality. Last but not least he thanks to the referee
for pityless criticisms.

Let (X, ds2) be a Hermitian manifold of dimension n and (E, ti) a holomorphic Hermitian vector bundle over X. We denote by L?QC(E) the set of
locally square integrable differential forms on X with values in E, and by
!&!(£), or by Lt£(X, E), the set of (p, g)-forms In Lfoc(E). For any C°°
function ^: X-+R we denote by L*(E) the set ofu&L?oc(E) with

x

e-*\u\2dV<oo.

Here | u \ denotes the length of u and dV the volume form. We put

Then L*(E) Is a Hilbert space with norm || ||^. We put l$q(E}
(=Ll>'q(X, E)): =!&*(£) n Z$(£). Let <M? v> be the pointwlse inner product
of u and v in Lfoc(E) with respect to the metrics ds2 and h. Then the Inner
product of u and v is expressed as

The complex differentiation d: Lfoc(E)-*L?oc(E) is defined in the sense
of distribution. The domain of the restriction of § to L*(E) will be denoted
by DQ, shortly. Clearly § Is a densely defined closed linear operator for any
i/r. We denote by §| the adjoint of d on L$(E). The domain of §$ Is denoted by DQ*. The following is a direct consequence of Hahn-Banach's
theorem.. For Ihe proof, the reader Is referred to Hormander's book [6] (cf.
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Chap. IV).
Proposition 1.1 For any ve=L*(/T) the following conditions (i) and (li)
are equivalent.
(i) 10, v>j,| <.C\\d^u\\^for any utEDg* with §u=Q.
(IP There exists a w^L$(E) satisfying dw=v and ||vi>||^<C.
Here C is a positive number which depends on v.
To study geometric conditions which imply the condition (i) above? the
following lemma is helpful.
Lemma 1.2 (cf. [2]) Let (X, ds2) be a complete Hermitian manifold, (E, h)
a Hermitian vector bundle over X, A : L*(E)-^L$(E) a bounded linear operator,
and (p, q) a pair of nonnegative integers. If the inequality \\Au\\$< \\du\\y +
\\d$v\\y holds for any compactly supported E-valued C°° (p, q)-form u on X, then
the same inequality is valid for all u^Dd{\Dd*L{\<i;q(E}. Moreover, for any
, (i) holds with C=||y4" 1 v||^.
Proof. For the first part, see [2], The second assertion follows from
Cauchy-Schwartz inequality.
Before proceeding further, we explain the notion cf Nakano seminegativity of the bundle (E, A).
By identifying the metric A with a C°° section of Hom(£, E*\ we define
the curvature of (£, A) by doh^odoh, which is naturally identified with a C°°
section, say OA, of the bundle r$®Tf (g)Hom(E, E) or equivalently, of the
bundle Hom(ry, ?$)®Hom(£I, E), where Tx denotes the holomorphic tangent bundle of X. Thus hodoh^odoh is naturally identified v/ith a section
of Hom(E®Tx, E*®T*), which defines a quadratic form along the fibers of
Definitioiio A Hermitian vector bundle (E9 A) is said to be Nakano seminegative if AoSoA^oQoA is a negative semidefinite quadratic form on F®TX.
In what follows we shall regard Oh as a (1, l)-form with values in
Hom(£, E).
Lemma 1.3 Let (X9 ds2) be a Kahler manifold of dimension ny (E, A) a
Nakano seminegative vector bundle over X, and ^ a C°° real valued function
on X. Let ri>°~>rn be the eigenvalues of idd^ on X. Then, \\du\\y + \\d$u\\v
>(— (ri+ o s -+r M _ ? X if), for any compactly supported E-valued C°° (0, q)-form
u on X.
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Proof.

By Bochner-Nakano's Inequality9
ll), U\ ,

for any compactly supported C°° (0, #)-form u. Here A denotes the adjoint
of the wedge multiplication by the fundamental form of ds2. Since (E, h} is
Nakano seminegative, (—iA(Ohf\u), u)>® (cf. [7] p. 197 (14)). The rest is a
straightforward computation.
Theorem 1.4 Let (E9 h) be a Nakano seminegative Hermitian vector bundle
over a complex manifold X of dimension n, let 0l9 <52 be two C°° plurisubharmonic
functions on X and let r be an integer such that rank dd<2> 2 <r everywhere. Suppose that idB(01-}-02) is a positive (1, l)-form associated to a complete Kahler
metric on X, say ds2. Then, for any q<n—r and v^L0j^r+^01+02(E) with dv=Q,
where the metric on X is ds2, there exists a w ^ LQ^r1\^i+02(E} such that dw=v
and \\w\\ _(r+ti01+02< \\v\\ _(r+1w1+02. Here we use a convention that Lfy9(E)=Q
for q<®.
Proof. Let F 1 >-°->F K be the eigenvalues of idd(— (r+l^+flz) with
respect to the metric ds2 (=2dd(01+0J). By assumption, — (/\+°°'+1Ve)
>1 everywhere on X. Hence the assertion follows from Proposition 1.1,
Lemma 1.2 and Lemma 1.3.
In the following paragraph we shall prove the following.
Theorem Let X be a complex manifold of pure dimension n which is bimeromorphically equivalent to a Stein space, (E, h) a Nakano seminegative bundle over X, S a complex space of dimension s, and f a holomorphic map from
X to S. Then RqflOx(E) -0 for q <n ~s.
Since every holomorphic vector bundle admits a Nakano seminegative
Hermitian structure on Stein manifolds3 we have the following corollary.
Corollary Let X be a Stein manifold of pure dimension n9 S a complex
analytic space of dimension s, andf: X-^S a holomorphic map. Then, for any
holomorphic vector bundle E over X, RqflOx(E)=Qfor q<n—s.

I. The Stein case: First we shall give the proof when X Is a Stein manifold because it is completely independent of the other results which we need
in the proof of the general case. Assume that we are given a Stein manifold
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X of pure dimension n, a Nakano seminegative vector bundle (E9 h) over X,
a complex space S of dimension s and a holomorphic map /: X-*>S« Let q
be an Integex with q<n—s and veL?^(jE) a 9-closed form such that/|supp v
Is proper. Since the problem Is local on S, we may assume that S Is a Stein
space and that there exists a C°° strictly plurisubharmcnic function 01 on X
such that supp vdX€: = {x^X; <DI(X)<CO} for some c^R and the restriction
of /to Xc Is proper for all c^R. Let <p0 be a C°° plurisubharmonic exhaustion
function on S and set <p\=<p*of. Evidently, there exists a C°° convex increasing
function ^: R-^R such that the metric <fe 2 :=2e?d(<Z> 1 +%>)) Is complete and
that veL5Lfs+i)01+X(,,)(jE) (with respect to rfj2). Let # be a C°° convex Increasing function on R such that x(t)=0 foi £<c 0 and j'(/) = l for
Clearly ||v||_(i+1)(Pl+X(?,)_|fcx(fl)l) = ||v|U(,+1)<p1+X(ff) for any /£>0. Since
by Theorem 1.4 one can find a Wn^L^^i^+^^^^^^E) satisfying
and llMvll-Cs-HD^+x^-^c^^llviUcs+D^+x^), for any
y one has

Therefore one can choose a subsequence of {i%}^=i which converges weakly
to some w&Li£~l(E). Clearly dw=-v and supp wCLXCQ9 which Implies that
v represents the 0-class in Hqcp(X,Ox(E}) with S: = {A dX; f \ A is proper}.
2. General case. To prove our theorem In full generality we rely upon
the deslngularlzation theorem of Hironaka In the following form (cf [5]).
Theorem 2.1 Let Y be a Stein space of dimension n and let X be a complex
space with a proper holomorphic map n: X-^Y such that n \X\x~1 (Sing Y) is
biholomorphic. Here Sing Y denotes the singular locus of Y. Then, for
any point yE-Y, there exist a neighbourhood U^y and a complex manifold
U with a proper holomorphic embedding c: U^>UxPN for some N such that
the composite of e with the projection to the first component factors through
7rn i.e., there exists a holomorphic map p: U-*n~\U) such that the diagram

f\

U

—C—> UxPN

commutes,
Similarly as in Proposition 4.1 in [8], we may apply Hironaka's theorem
to obtain the following:
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Proposition 2.2 Let X be a complex manifold of pure dimension n bimeroA
morphic to a Stein space and let n\ X-*X be its Remmert reduction. Then,
for any point x^X, there exist a neighbourhood U9 an analytic subset Adn~\U)
and a plurisubharmonic function ^ on n~\U} with A = {x; ir(x) = — o°} which
satisfies the following properties :
(i) i/r is C°° outside A and 2ddty gives a complete Kahler metric on n~\U)\A*
(ii) For any open set VCx'^U) a holomorphic function h (resp* a holomorphic n-form o)) on V\A is holomorphically extendable to V if and only if
h^L°4(V\A) (resp. G>eLJ'°(7V4)) with respect to the metric 288^,
(iii) For any VCn~l(U) and any holomorphic n-form o) on V, the multiplication
a> A : L°4(V\A) -» I4'q(V\A)
is continuous for all q>0.
We shall omit the proof, because the construction of ^ is quite similar
to that in [8] (cf. the function K<p2~ log(l-f-p log^1) in Proposition 4.1) and
the properties above are immediate from the definition of i/r.
Our theorem is now contained in the following
Theorem 23 Let X be a complex manifold of pure dimension n, (E, h)
a Nakano seminegative vector bundle over X, AdX an analytic subset, and ^
a plurisubhormonic function satisfying (i)9 (ii) and (iii) in Proposition 2.2 for
X=7c~\U). Let ¥ and <p be C°° plurisubharmonic functions on X such that
F+9 is exhausting. Assume that rank dde^^s everywhere. Then, with respect
to the family of supports 3?: = {U: sup^ F<oo} 3
H^(X9Oz(Ey)=09

for q<n-s.

Proof. First we assert that it suffices to show that for any q<n—s and
a C°° (0, g)-form v onX with dv=Q and supp >C {x; W(x)<c}9 there exists a
9 E} with the following properties:
( 1)
(2)
( 3)

dw = v
on X\A .
suppwd{x^X\A; V(
For any point x^X there exists a neighbourhood U such that
9

E) with respect to the metric

To see the validity of this assertion, let ^U be a locally finite covering of
X ty relatively compact polydiscs such that sup-d^x)— <Z>,(j>)| ; x, y^U} <1
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for any C/e^U. Let a be a Cecil q-cocydQ associated to *U such that
supp o-C {x; ¥(x)<c} for some c. Then, in a canonical way one can associate to
a a S-closed C°° (0, #)-form v on X such that §v=0 and supp vC {x; ¥(x)<c}.
Suppose that there exists a v,' satisfying (1). (2) and (3). Then? from (ill) we
can regard w locally as an element of L$tq~l(U\A, E) for each U^V, by
multiplying a holomorphic w-form o)u with nc zero on U, Hence, applying
repeatedly the L2-vanlshing theorem on U\4 fcf. Theorem 2.8 In [8]) we
anive at a Cech (q—l)-cochain r associated to cUf: = {U\A} u^cy such that
dr=a\X\A9 r^.^eZ^C^n °°° n U9\A, E) for any U19 -, U9t=<U and that
supp rC {x^X\A; ¥(x)<c+l}. Hence, by (II) all Tlm..q are holomorphlcally
extendable on C^fl °°° fl Uq. Thus a represents the 0-class In Hq^(X, OX(E))Now let v be as above and apply Theorem 1.4 as before by letting
®i=ir+wx(¥), <Z>2=^(9>) and ds2=2dd(^+Z(<p)), where 2. is chosen as before.
Letting jLi-^oo we obtain a weLj^CA^ E) satisfying (1), (2) and (3) above.
q.e.d,
Remark Our proof of the cohomology vanishing is direct in the sense
It is Independent of the coherency theorem for the direct Image sheaves (cf.
Grauert [4] Siu [10] and Ermine [3]). Moreover it gives a slightly more general result. In fact, in Theorem 2.33 A need not be hoJomorphically convex.
For Instance one may take as A a pseudoconvex neighbourhood of the zero
section of any topologically trivial line bundle over a compact Kahler manifold.
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